
calvamas®VISIONcube 
Unique Surface Measurement System

Innovative technique  
for quality assurance in  
production and lab facilities

With the calvamas®VISIONcube, 
you have an efficient and 
reliable measurement system at 
your disposal, to optically deter- 
mine the degree of wetting (BNG 
value) of a surface, using a 
camera. A linear servo actuator 
deposits a drop onto the surface 
and the special software uses 
the BNG value to determine the 
number of pixels. This method 
describes the printable area with 
the respective adhesion values.

The calvamas®VISIONcube also 
determines the exact contact 
angle of the placed drop. The 3D 
imaging makes it possible to use 
the meander analysis method to 
detect defects in the substrate 
surface based on the drop dyna-
mics.

The calvatron® Corona Plasma 
Treatment, changes the adhesion 
properties of the surface. The 
decisive advantage here is that 
precise treatments can be applied 
to achieve any desired value on 
the substrate surface, and the 
value can then be checked using 
the calvamas®VISIONcube and 
saved.

The measurement system is also 
ideal for inspecting incoming 
goods before they are used in 
production. This ensures that the 
values always conform to the 
given parameters.
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High-tech – an overview:

• Innovative technique for measuring  
 surfaces at a glance

• Quick, reliable quality assurance,  
 both in the laboratory and in the   
 production facility

• Dependable checking of foils or  
 substrates during incoming goods  
 inspections 

• Dispenses with time-consuming  
 processes and analyses

• Minimises the use of resources;   
 reduces production times

All machine parameters are saved
The BNG value is saved, along 
with all the machine parameters, in-
cluding the speed, working width, 
corona/plasma dose and formula. This 
method ensures  that the settings for the 
calvatron® Corona Treatment System 
are made automatically, as soon as the 
formula is called up.  

Unique use in off-inline mode 
The calvamas®VISIONcube Measure-
ment System is unique in that it can 
be used in off-inline mode. It has been 
registered for patent approval and of-
fers foil manufacturers, converters and 
users in the paper industry tangible eco-
nomic benefits. It saves resources and  

makes it possible to shorten production 
times considerably.

Also used in medical applications
The VISION System also makes a 
valuable contribution to analyses in the 
medical sector. By applying a special 
coating to a surface – preferably foils – it 
is possible to identify bacterial changes 
by observing the drops. This method 
is economical and allows immediate 
evaluation, with instant results.
  

The calvamas®VISIONcube Measurement System –  
for quick, efficient and reliable quality assurance

Technical details

Evaluation software: calvamas®ANALYTICS

Operation: Touch panel

AI interface: For the corona treatment system and main machine

REFILL TANK: For approximately 1,000 samples

Drop application: Dispenser

Material fixing: VAC assisted

Size: 500 x 500 x 500 mm

Mains voltage: 230 V/24 VDC

Weight (max.): Approximately 50 kg
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